Assignment 06

Assigned 24 February 2023
Due 3 March 2023

Study:
1. How to Read a Paper by S. Keshav
2. Helpful Hints on reviewing project proposals (from NSF)
3. Tips and Considerations for a Constructive Peer Review Experience by Cutler and Beddoes (from NSF)
All of the above are linked on the class website (see “Assignments”)

Select any research publication from your area of research. It should ideally be an ACM or IEEE conference. The publication should be at least 6 pages long.

Write a review for this paper assuming that you are a member of the Technical Program Committee of the conference where this paper has appeared. Follow the principles discussed in the class and in the three articles/guides listed above.

In case you have never seen a review of a conference paper yourself, ask a fellow student or a faculty member for some (more than one) samples and study them first. A sample review is included for your reference (see sample_review.txt).